We construct the conserved charge of generic gravity theories built on arbitrary contractions of the Riemann tensor (but not on its derivatives) for asymptotically (anti)-de Sitter spacetimes. Our construction is a generalization of the ADT charges of linear and quadratic gravity theories in cosmological backgrounds. As an explicit example we find the energy and angular momentum of the BTZ black hole in the 2+1 dimensional Born-Infeld gravity.
I. INTRODUCTION
For any geometric theory of gravity based on the Riemann tensor with a Lagrangian density L ≡ − |g| F R µν ρσ , the conserved mass is given by the celebrated Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) [1] formula for asymptotically flat spaces:
where the perturbation is defined as h µν ≡ g µν − η µν and the integral is to be evaluated on a sphere at spatial infinity. Note that the formula is written in terms of cartesian coordinates even though it is a geometric invariant of the spatial part of the spacetime manifold. For asymptotically flat spacetimes, angular momentum (or momenta) has a similar expression.
whereξ i is the corresponding Killing vector. For asymptotically (anti)-de Sitter [(A)dS] spacetimes, the story changes: the conserved charges are no longer simply geometric invariants of the manifold, but theory-dependent quantities. The parameters of a theory enter the conserved charge expressions in such a way that the charges are numerically scaled 1 of the ADM charges as we shall see below. Taking the risk of being pedantic, let us note that while the asymptotically flat Kerr black hole solution has the same mass and the same angular momentum in all geometric theories of gravity (in four dimensions), its asymptotically (A)dS version Kerr-(A)dS black hole has different, numerically scaled masses and angular momenta for each theory to which it is a solution.
Since at both low and high energies, general relativity is expected to be modified for different reasons, one should build a procedure to construct conserved charges in a given higher derivative theory. What is perhaps also important is to find a formula that works in all coordinates not just a specific one.
The first generalization of the ADM mass was given by Abbott and Deser [3] in cosmological Einstein's gravity for asymptotically (A)dS spacetimes which reads in the notation of [4, 5] as
For µ = 0, Q 0 ξ gives the corresponding energy or angular momentum once the background Killing vectorξ µ is specified. [Note that Q i ξ is some irrelevant current.] What is quite remarkable about (3) is that it not only works for asymptotically (A)dS spacetimes but also for asymptotically flat ones. Thus, (3) combines the ADM energy (1) and ADM angular momentum (2) in an arbitrary coordinate system. (There is a small caveat here: the coordinates should be sufficiently well-behaved at infinity, see the Appendix of [6] .) The flat space limit of (3) in the cartesian coordinates is [7] 
as expected. A second generalization of the ADM expression was carried out for asymptotically (A)dS backgrounds in [4, 5] for quadratic gravity theory with the action
We quote the result which shows that the effect of higher curvature terms leads to a scaling of the charges computed in the cosmological Einstein theory:
where Q µ Einstein (ξ) is given in (3) (but with κ Newton = 1), and the effective cosmological constant Λ satisfies
In this work, we will extend the discussion to generic L = − |g| F R µν ρσ theories. Save the theories which have ∇ λ 1 . . . ∇ λ i R µν ρσ n type terms in the actions, our discussion below exhausts all the geometric gravity theories.
The layout of the paper as follows: in the next section which is the bulk of the paper, we construct the conserved charges of a generic F R µν ρσ gravity by finding an equivalent quadratic action that has the same O (h) and O h 2 expansions as F R µν ρσ gravity. In section III, we apply the formalism to the Born-Infeld gravity in 2 + 1 dimensions (BINMG). We use the mostly plus signature and the Riemann and the Ricci tensors are defined as
II. CHARGES OF F R µν ρσ GRAVITY
Our main task is to find the conserved charges of the following action
for asymptotically (A)dS spacetimes. The natural assumption on the F R µν ρσ theory is that low energy limit of the theory is Einstein's gravity. To this end, we can follow the procedure given in [3] [4] [5] which requires first to find the field equations and linearize them about the (A)dS vacuum of the theory. Suppose the field equations coupled to a matter source read as
whose linearized forms symbolically become
whereḡ µν satisfies Φ µν (ḡ,R,∇R,R 2 ...) = 0 and the deviation is defined as h µν ≡ g µν −ḡ µν and T µν includes all the higher order terms in h µν as well as the local matter source τ µν . The fact that (10) is background covariantly conserved; i.e.∇ µ T µν = 0, leads to the following globally conserved quantity
where we have made use of the Stoke's theorem and assumed that a background Killing vectorξ µ exists which leads to T µνξ ν =∇ ν F µν where F µν is an antisymmetric tensor. Here,γ is the induced metric on the hypersurfaceΣ which is the spatial part of the spacetime manifold M. ∂Σ is the boundary ofΣ.n µ is the normal vector of the spatial (D − 1)-dimensional hypersurfaceΣ, whilē σ ν is the normal vector of the (D − 2)-dimensional boundary ∂Σ. Note that written in (11), Q does not have any index, it is the conserved charge. While this procedure is straightforward, its actual execution for generic gravity, that is finding F µν is rather tricky. Here, we follow another route, the so called equivalent quadratic action formalism [8] [9] [10] [11] , and simplify the computation. This formalism boils down to finding the equivalent quadratic action that has the same vacua and the same linearized field equations as the F R µν ρσ theory under interest. From the above construction, it is clear that conserved charges of the equivalent quadratic action and F R µν ρσ will be the same. First, we recapitulate the construction of the equivalent quadratic curvature action for a generic gravity theory defined with the Lagrangian density L = − |g| F R µν ρσ . Note that the Riemann tensor is specifically chosen in the form with two up and two down indices because any higher curvature term can be constructed by solely the Riemann tensor in this form without any need for the metric or its inverse. In addition, for the (A)dS background, the Riemann tensor has the form R µν ρσ ∼ δ µ ρ δ ν σ − δ µ σ δ ν ρ where the background metricḡ µν and its inverse do not appear, and this property simplifies the calculations of the equivalent quadratic curvature action.
To find the charges of the F R µν ρσ theory for asymptotically (A)dS spacetimes, the (A)dS vacua and the linearized field equations for the F R µν ρσ theory should be determined through the O (h) and O h 2 terms in the metric perturbation, h µν , expansion of the action´d D x L. The up to O h 2 expansion of F R µν ρσ , which is symbolically 
with specific couplings to be determined below such that F and f quad-equal have the same up to O h 2 expansions. Hence, the gravity theories defined with the actions´d D x − |g| F R µν ρσ and
ρσ are equivalent up to O h 2 . Having described the idea underlying the concept of the equivalent quadratic curvature action, let us move on to the determination of f quad-equal for a given F . Consider the Taylor series expansion of F in the curvature around the (A)dS background as
The simple but important point to notice is that the leading order in the h expansion of
therefore, the leading order in the h expansion of the i th order in (14) is O h i as
With this observation, it is clear that the terms F (0) , F (1) , and F (2) in the h expansion of F involve contributions coming from only the orders i ≤ 2 in (14) . Therefore, the first three terms in (14) determine the O h 2 expansion of F . Then, f quad-equal can be defined as
As a side note, if the action for the higher curvature gravity solely depends on the Ricci tensor as´d D x − |g| F (R µ ν ), one may use again (17); however, the following equivalent form of the f quad-equal (R µ ν ) will be more convenient
which follows from the same basic idea. Of course, for this case the Gauss-Bonnet combination does not appear.
Once the equivalent quadratic curvature action,
is found via (17), then one can find the (A)dS vacua and the charges for the asymptotically (A)dS spacetimes by using the results of the generic quadratic curvature theory given in [4, 5] . Therefore, there is no need to either find the field equations or do an expansion in h µν . Suppose a specific theory is given, that is one knows the function F R µν ρσ , then let us summarize the recipe to find the conserved charges of an asymptotically (A)dS solution of this theory. One needs to calculate the following
where ζ, α, β, γ are to be determined from these equations. α, β and γ will appear exactly in the equivalent quadratic action (19). The other remaining two parameters of (19) follows as
Then, the gravitational charges of the F R µν ρσ theory is given as
where again α, β, γ, κ are to be found from (20-22), and the effective cosmological constant Λ satisfies (7).
III. AN EXAMPLE: CHARGES OF BORN-INFELD GRAVITY (BINMG)
As an application of the formalism developed in the previous section, let us calculate the mass and angular momentum of the BTZ black hole [12] for the BINMG theory [13] defined with the action
from which we can calculate the relevant quantities F R µ ν , (20), (21) as
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where λ ≡ Λ/m 2 and σλ > 1 should be satisfied. Therefore, one can simply read the effective parameters of the equivalent quadratic action as
Using this result in (22) and (23), one gets
In [14, 15] , it was shown that the BTZ black hole
where
is a solution to BINMG theory under the condition
With out further due, by using (24) the mass and the angular momentum of the BTZ black hole in BINMG can be found as
Observe that as expected from (24) the charges are scaled yet their ratio is intact. This result matches with [14] where the charges were calculated using the black hole thermodynamics.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have extended the Abbott-Deser-Tekin charge construction of linear and quadratic gravity in asymptotically (A)dS spacetimes to generic F R µν ρσ theory by finding a quadratic action which has the same vacua and the linearized field equations as the F R µν ρσ theory. We have applied our method to the Born-Infeld gravity theory in 2+ 1 dimensions and confirmed the earlier calculations based on the thermodynamics of the BTZ black hole.
